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Mr. Michael Osborn
Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Violent Crimes against Children Unit
New York Field O Hice, US Federal Bureau of Investigation

M

icruiel Osborn
was. swom in as
a Special .-\.gent
mth the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in
1998. While assigned to the
New York: and Los Angeles
field offices, he investigated
hate crimes, civil rights,
violent crime, and child
exploitation violations. Mr.
Osborn also supported the
FBI's counter terrorism efforts
while deployed to Iraq in 2007
and Afghanistan in 2008. Mr.
Osborn transferred to the
C r i m i n a l In v e s t i g a t i v e
Division at FBI Headquarters
in 2012, where he served as Chief of the Violent Crimes Against Children
Unit. In this role, he oversaw the FBI's child exploitation domestic investigative
operations; including management of 71 FBI led Child Exploitation Task Forces
involving nearly 400 state and local partner agencies. Currently, }.fr. Osborn
serves as Assistant Special Agent in Charge of the Violent Crime Branch in the
New York Field Office. In this capacity, he manages the violent crime, violent
gang, trans-national organized crime, child exploitation, human trafficking, and
Indian country programs.
In 2003, Mr. Osborn was recognized by the Department of Justice with the
Attorney General's Award for Excellence In Law Enforcement for his work
associated with the investigation and arrest of James Kopp, an FBI Ten Most
Wanted fugitive, and in 2011 he received the Assistant Attorney General's Award
for Distinguished Service for his role in the investigation of an online secret
society responsible for the sexual exploitation of more than 200 children around
the world.
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Ms. Jayne Bigelsen

n preparation_ for their :.fay
2017 In rema tional Conference
at the Yaticrui rhe US branch
of the Certtasivms Alllms Pro
Pontifice Foundation (CAPP-USA)
sponsored a Consultation on Human
Trafficking at FordhaJm University in
New York City on Thursday, 23
February 2017. The consultation was
made possible by the generous
financial support of the Cassamarca
Foundation and was hosted by
Fordham University's Graduate
Program in International Political
Economy and Development.

the level of raising public consciousness and
effecting a better coordination of efforts by
governments, the judiciary, law e,iforcement
officials and social workers." - Pope

Francis,July 2016
The consultation brought together
stakeholders from academia, law
enforcement, civil society, and the
Church for an evening of discussion
a n d c o a l i t i o n b ui l ding. T h e
consultation also honored
Archbishop Bernardito C. Auza as
the inaugural Cassamarca Foundation
Chair in l\figration and Globalization
at Fordham University's Graduate
Program in International Political

After noting that the international
conference at the
Vatican in May 2017 One of the most troubling of those
would be hosting a open wounds is the trade in human
session on "The Fight beings, a modern form of slavery,
a gai n s t
Hum a n
which violates the God-given dignity
Sm u g g l i n g
and
of so many of our brothers and sisters
Ec o nomi c
C r i m e ,"
CAPP-USA chose the and constitutes a true crime against
t op i c
o f h u m a n humanity.
traffickin g for their
Ec o n om y a n d Dev e l opme n t.
February 2017 consultation.
By
choosing this topic they also hoped to
Archbishop Auza is currently the
respond to the Holy Father's call to
Apostolic Nuncio and Permanent
Observer of the Holy See to the
raise awareness and to engage 10
United Nations. Technical experts
action to end human trafficking.
j o i n e d t h e c o nv e r s a t i o n t o
"One of the most troubling of those open
contextualize human trafficking as a
wounds is the trade in human beings, a
local issue affecting New York and
modern farm of slavery, which violates the
the broader United States, and in
God-given dignity of so ma,ry of our brothers
particular migrant communities from
and sisters and constitutes a true crime
Latin America. Sharing experiences
against humanity. While much has been
fr om d i v e r s e p r o fe s s i o n a l
accomplished in acknowledging its grallity
backgrounds, the audience strategized

Vice President of Advocacy at Covenant House International
Director of Anti-Human Trafficking Initiatives, Covenant House New
York

J

ayne Bigclsen i the
\Jee P.resident of
at
_-\.d\·ocacr
House
Co,;enant
International. She is also
the
Director of Anti
H um a n T r a ffi c k i n g
Initiatives at Covenant
House New York (CHNY),
which is New York City's
largest provider of
residential and social
services for homeless, at
risk and trafficked youth
ages 16-20.
At CHNY,
she joined forces with
Fordham University to
conduct a comprehensive
study to ascertain the
prevalence and types of
trafficking experienced by
homeless youth. She is
now co- directing the implementation of anti-trafficking services at both
CHNY's main shelter and a newly opened off-site safe house where survivors
can heal and thrive.
Prior to her position at Covenant House, Jayne was the Director of
Communications and Public Affairs at the New York City Bar Association for
nearly eight years. At the City Bar, Jayne advocated for the legislative
positions formed by the Association's 160 committees, many of which
involved human trafficking and domestic violence.
She is a graduate of Brandeis University and Harvard Law School and has a
l\L\ from Fordham University in Applied Developmental Psychology.

and extent, much more needs to be done on
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around opportunities for collaborative
action across universities, parishes,
and government to end human
trafficking.

and several staff members from the
Holy See :Mission to the United
Nations. After dinner the consultation
continued. Archbishop Auza, Ms.
Bigelson, and l\,fr. Osborn were joined
by a panel that included: Ms. Kelly

The first and public part of the

Archbishop Bernardito Auza
Cassamarca Foundation Chair in
Migration and Globalization
Fordham University

H

is Excellency Archbishop
Bemardito Auza is currently
Pope Francis' representative to
the United Nations.
Since
September 2016, he has been
the inaugural holder of the Cassamarca
Foundation Chair at Fordham University's
Graduate Program in International Political
Economy and Development.
Archbishop Auza has been in the
diplomatic service of the Holy See for over
25 years.
He initially served in the
Apostolic Nunciatures in Madagascar,
Bulgaria and .Albania before being assigned
to serve in the Secretariat of State at the
Vatican and then in the Permanent
Observer Mission of the Holy See to the United Nations in New York.
On May 8, 2008, Pope Benedict ).'VI appointed him the Apostolic Nuncio to
Haiti. He was ordained Archbishop on July 3, 2008. During the difficult time
of the Haitian earthquake of 2010, Archbishop Auza served the church and the
people of Haiti with distinction. On July 1, 2014, Pope Francis appointed
Archbishop Auza as the Apostolic Nuncio and Permanent Observer of the
Holy See to the United Nations in New York. Subsequently the Pope
appointed him the Permanent Observer of the Holy See to the Organization of
American States.
His Excellency hails from the island of Bohol in the Philippines. He obtained
his Licentiate in Philosophy and Theology and a Masters in Education from the
University of Santo Tomas in Manila. He earned his Licentiate in Cannon Law
and Doctorate in Sacred Theology from the Pontifical University of St. Thomas
(Angelicum) in Rome.
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consultation consisted of Archbishop
Auza's keynote speech, followed by
the comments of two discussants, l'vfs.
Jayne Bigelson, Director of Anti
Human Trafficking Initiatives at
Covenant House New York and Mr.
Michael Osborn, Assistant Special
Agent in Charge of the Violent
Crimes against Children Unit at the
New York Field Office of the US
Federal Bureau of Investigation. We
concluded the public portion of our
consultation with questions from the
audience. Slightly more than 100
people attended the public portion of
the consultation.

Agnew-Barajas, Director of Refugee
Resettlement at the Catholic Charities
of the Archdiocese of New York; Dr.
Carole Cox, Professor in the
Graduate School of Social Service at
Fordham University; Dr. Amelio
D'Onofrio, Clinical Professor and
Director of the Psychological Services
Institute in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University; Dr.
Marcianna Popescu, Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Social Service at Fordham University;
and Dr. Diane Rodriguez, Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University.
The panel was deftly moderated by
Dr. Jonathan Crystal, Associate Vice
President and Associate Chief
Academic Officer at Fordham
University.

Following the public presentations,
nineteen members of CAPP-USA
continued the consultation informally
over a working dinner with our
keynote speaker, discussants, several
members of the Fordham community,

2

T

he
individuals
participating in our
consultation came from
diverse backgrounds.
Some were church leaders while
others were heaYily involved in law
enforcement and others in social
work. Several were academics. From
our discussions we were able to
identify 9 key themes. They are:
•

Human trafficking is "under our
noses" and "in our backyards."

•

Poverty is a root cause

•

It is largely a crime against
women and children.

•

There has been a failure on
b e h alf o f t h e m e d i a to
constructively raise awareness of
the issue.

•

1Iigration and migration policies
that affect it are risk factors that
have contributed to an increase
in human trafficking.

•

The current political climate, and
its anti-refugee, anti-immigrant,
and anti-migrant strains benefit
traffickers.

•

The scale of the issue of human
trafficking is immense, with a
consequent need to meet the
challenge with a matching level
of resources and commitment.

•

There are multiple entities with
different ,·iewpoints and roles to
play in addressing the deep
human pain of human
trafficking, including the Church,
government, law enforcement,
andNGOs.

•

There is a need for cohesion and
cooperation, as opposed to
infighting and division, among
the many entities attempting to
combat human trafficking.

Clearly each of these themes are
topics that require further thought
and action. .-\ further action that
attracted interest among some of our
participants was the idea that the
Catholic Church could use its
extensive child protection programs
to train large members of individuals
to be able to identify and report
probable cases of human trafficking.
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a women's issue, and in a patriarchal
society, it's not given the attention it
deserves. When the issue is covered, a
media outlet might seek out a story
"their viewers can relate to." In
practice this means covering a story
about a white, suburban, teenage girl.
While in reality a victim of human
trafficking is much more likely to be
poor and a person of color.

and take into consideration the
unintended consequences of strict
labels and quotas established for the
purpose of earning political points.
An example was given from Austria.
During the asylum process, migrants
can only earn an income through
"self-employment," not being able to
engage in any formal employment
opportunities. Hence, the greater risk
for women migrants to being pulled
into sex trafficking.

The panelists continued to return to
the issue of cooperation and
coordination. In order to effectively
combat human trafficking, social
organizations--both domestic and
international--need to work together,
and resist the tendency to "compete,"
or squabble over semantics when
human lives are in the balance. One
panelist noted that when agencies and
services have to compete with one
another for scarce resources, they
tend to focus on their own survival
rather than serving the best interests
of the victims.

Archbishop Auza returned to the
question,
"Why
are
people
trafficked?" He argued that the most
common explanation and the biggest
root cause is poverty. A person
experiencing, or trapped in, or mired
in poverty is vulnerable on many
levels. Poverty drives one to consider
options they otherwise never would.
If a woman could provide for her
children, would she risk everything to
leave her community? Would she
consider being smuggled, and put
herself at risk of becoming a victim of
human trafficking?

Policy-at the international, national,
and local level-must be coordinated,

To begin CAPP-USA's Consultation on
Human Trafficking, His Excellency,
Archbishop Bernardito C. Auza, Apostolic
Nuncio and Permanent Observer of the
Holy See to the United Nations delivered
the Inaugural Lecture of Fordham
University's Cassamarca Foundation Chair
in Migration and Globalization. His lecture
was titled, ''The Holy See and the Fight
Against Human Trafficking." The full text
follows.

F

forced and sham marriages, for child
brides, for illegal adoptions, for the
stealing of children from pregnant
women, for the removal of organs,
and even for human sacrifice and,
believe it or not, for aphrodisiacs and
magical concoctions. A South African
customs officer told of a horrifying
find when border authorities
intercepted bottles containing private
parts of children.
The tremendous advances in human
civilization, in the sciences and
technologies tempt us to think that
slavery is a thing of a distant past. But
when we examine the facts, we are
shocked at how much slavery in all its
modem forms is with us more than
ever, albeit in a more submerged way.
Far from being a historical footnote
and far from of diminishing or going
away, this phenomenon of trafficking
in persons is growing, provoked by
conflicts and extreme poverty, and
exacerbated by the present migration
and refugee crisis.

ather l\kShane,
Members and Friends of
the Fordham Community,

Members and Friends of
the CAPP Foundation,
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a joy to be with you tonight to
deliver the inaugural lecture of the
Cassamarca Foundation Chair in
Migration and Globalization. I am
deeply honored that Fordham
University offered me the Cassamarca
Foundation Chair dedicated to these
two intimately linked phenomena that
are as old as humanity itself but have
in our days acquired heightened
attention, becoming subjects of fiery
political debates and of more focused
attention among policymakers.

Three weeks ago, the Haitian police
arrested nine North Americans in a
sex trafficking sting involving 33
women and girls mostly between the
ages of 13 and 17. Investigators
believe the syndicate was preparing to
take the children over to the
Dominican Republic. Similarly, as I
was preparing this conference a few
days ago, the Haitian press reported
that the State Commissioner of Port
au-Prince, in just two days, had closed
in Port-au-Prince alone fort y -one
illegal brothels, frequented by
children in school uniforms, some of
whom have been forced into

Introduction

I have been asked to talk on one of
the darkest and most revolting
realities in the world today, namely,
the trafficking in human beings as sex
slaves in prostitution a n d
pornography, for forced labor and
compelled participation in illegal
activities, for child soldiering, for
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prostitution even by their parents.
The operation was conducted after
nine minors aged 13 and 14 went to
the police. Various parents were
arrested, but the brothel owners were
assured that they could reopen their

guidelines on surveys to estimate
forced labour at national level.

There are only estimates, and the
most cited is the June 2012 figure
given by the ILO of 20,9 million men,
women and children who are
trafficked, sold, coerced or
Human trafficking is a 32 billion subjected to conditions of
dollar industry, running third behind slavery in various forms and
in various secrors: from
arms and drug trafficking. Fifty-one agriculture
to domestic
percent of the victims are women, service, from prostitution
21 percent are men, 20 percent girls to forced marriage, or cases
of child soldiers, organ
and 8 percent boys.
trafficking and sale of
children.
An
annual
business once they put their papers in
mcrease of around three million
order.
people must be added to this figure.
Far be it from me, however, to single
The data used by the ILO were
out Haiti and the Haitians, a people I
mostly likely gathered in 2010 or in
love and respect having served as
2011. If you add three million each
Nuncio in the country for more than
year to the 21 million from data
six years. The reality is that no
gathered most likely in 2010, then you
country in the world has been
come up with 36 million persons
immune to the scourges of human
trafficked in 2016. The highest
trafficking and other contemporary
estimate I heard of recently was 46
forms of slavery. Indeed, the two
million. A new report is expected to
Haitian cases I just cited are not even
be released this year, most probably
the tip of the iceberg, and would
before September 2017, which will
hardly cause a stir in the huge, vast,
provide global and regional figures
very
lucrative
and
submerged
from which progress of global efforts
phenomenon that is trafficking in
to achieve Sustainable Development
persons.
Goal (SDG) Target 8.7 can be
measured.
Some statistics

According to the 2016 Global Report
on Trafficking in Persons released
two months ago by the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime, human trafficking
is a 32 billion dollar industry, running
third behind arms and drug
trafficking. Fifty-one percent of the
victims are women, 21 percent are

How many persons are victims of
human trafficking? The honest
answer 1s that the number 1s
staggering, and nobody really knows!
"Hard to see, harder to count": that's
how
the
International Labour
Organization (ILO) entitled its

5

men, 20 percent girls and 8 percent
boys.

F

allowing
the
public
nineteen
pcesentat:ions,
members of C-\PP-US_,\
had dinner with our keynote
speaker, discussants, several members
of the Fordham community, and
several staff members from the Holy
See l\1ission to the United Nations.

Institute in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University; Dr.
Marcianna
Popescu,
Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Social Service at Fordham University;
and Dr. Diane Rodriguez, Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University.
The panel was deftly moderated by
Dr. Jonathan Crystal, Associate Vice
President and Associate Chief
Academic Officer at Fordham
University.

consultation
the
After dinner
continued. Archbishop AU2a, Ms.
Bigelson, and l\fr. Osborn were joined
by a panel that included: Ms. Kelly
Agnew-Barajas, Director of Refugee
Resettlement at the Catholic Charities
of the Archdiocese of New York; Dr.
Carole Cox, Professor in the
Graduate School of Social Service at
Fordham University; Dr. Amelio
D'Onofrio, Clinical Professor and
Director of the Psychological Services

The discussion was wide-ranging.
Panelists described instances of
human trafficking from across the
world--Albania, Cyprus, Dominican
Republic, Italy, Greece, Mexico, New
York--underlining the truly global

miseries. This holds so true in human
trafficking! Persons who have
"nothing to lose" are very vulnerable
to the guile of traffickers, who are
masters in spotting and exploiting
situations of despair. Traffickers use
the guise of smuggling, for example,
to ensnare their victims. They present
job
putative
victlms
with
opportunities that echo the promises
of smugglers, ask migrants to pay fees
for their transport, and often use the
same routes and transportation
methods
coyotes
do.
Human
traffickers have no qualms about
exploiting very vulnerable people
escaptng
persecution,
conflict,
disasters,
and
environmental
economic privation. Wars and

While women and children still
constitute 79 percent of the victims,
the trend in the last 10 years indicates
that more and more of the victims are
men. In 2004, only 13 percent of the
victims were male. In 2014, the
percentage went up to 21 percent.
With the increase of men being
trafficked, there is a proportionate
increase of forced labor among the
forms of exploitation. Almost 86
percent of male victims are trafficked
for forced labor.

Inversely, the trend of the share of
women in the overall number of
trafficked
persons
indicates
a
trend,
downward
from 74 percent in Persons who escape persecution and
2004 to 51 percent in conflict in search of freedom and
2014.
Seventy-two protection are particularly vulnerable to
percent of women
being trafficked. Mass migrations and
are trafficked for
refugee movements have become an
sexual exploitation.

advantageous

environment

for

In the last ten years,
traffickers to operate. In 2015, there were
the increase of the
share of trafficked almost 250 million international migrants
children more than across the world, an increase of more
doubled, from 13 than 40 percent since the year 2000.
percent in 2004 to 28
percent in 2014. But
conflicts are becoming more and
in Sub-Saharan Africa, a staggering 64
more the primary push factor why
percent of those trafficked are
people are more vulnerable to
children, and the Caribbean and
trafficking. Persons who escape
Central America Region is not far
persecution and conflict in search of
behind, with 62 percent of the victims
freedom
and
protection
are
being children.
particularly vulnerable to being
Wbv are people trafficked?
trafficked.
As is often said, misery breeds
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Mass

6

migrations

and

refugee

an
become
have
movements
advantageous
environment
for
traffickers to operate. In 2015, the
United Nations estimated that there
were almost 250 million international
migrants across the world, an increase
of more than 40 percent since the
year 2000 (173 million). Also in 2015,
more than 65 million people were
forcibly displaced worldwide due to
persecution, conflict, violence or
human rights violations, an increase
of 6 million compared to 2014.

they disproportionately constitute the
poorest of the poor, discriminated
against in education and healthcare,
are the most affected by violence and
conflict, and are disproportionately
represented in the informal economy.
These disadvantages are push factors,
making them more likely to migrate,
usually
irregularly,
and
more
vulnerable to the guile of the
traffickers.
What does the United Nations do
against human trafficking?

Now, as the aforementioned 2016
Global Report on Trafficking in
Persons shows, the citizenships of
trafficking victims detected in the
country of exploitation is highly
correlated with the citizenships of
regular migration flows. And so it's

The international community through
the United Nations is very much
aware of the problem and its extent.

There is, above all, the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, which
was adopted by all countries in the
world during the
Development
The SDGs commit the Unlted Naflons and
Summit held in the
Member States expeditiously to
very same day that
"eliminate an forms of violence against all Pope
Francis
women and girls in the public and private addressed the UN
i
spheres. including traffick ng and sexual General Assembly
on 25 September
and other types of exploitation"
2015.

clear that in order to eradicate the
scourge of trafficking in persons, we
must address how forced migration
and the negative consequences of
globalization are among its root
causes, leaving so many in desperate
situations vulnerable to traffickers
using the exploitative business of
migrant smuggling as a cover for the
modem slave trade.

The 2030 Agenda contains 17
Sustainable Development Goals and
169 Targets. Three of these Targets
are dedicated to eliminating this
humanitarian ignominy within the
next decade and a half. These commit
the United Nations and Member
States expeditiously to "eliminate all
forms of violence against all women
and girls in the public and private
spheres, including trafficking and
sexual
and
other
types
of
exploitation" (5.2) "take immediate

Women and girls have the added
vulnerability in that, in still so many
countries and regions in the world,
7

M

s. Jayne Bigelson,
Director of Anti.
Human
Trafficking
Initiatives at Cove
nant House, and Michael Osborn,
Assistant Special Agent in Charge of
the Violent Crimes against Children
Unit at the New York Field Office of
the United States Federal Bureau of
Investigation, joined the Archbishop
in conversation to bring a local di
mension to this global problem.

trafficking legislation and to shut
down Backpage.com, a classified ad
vertising website which has been criti
cized for permitting listings of sexual
services.
Mr. Osborn's statement echoed the
need for legal reform, specifically
highlighting the California penal code
which classifies 'human trafficking
involving a minor' as a nonviolent
felony. With the FBI's Innocence
Lost National Initiative, :Mr. Osborn
is working to increase awareness of
the vulnerability of children to traf
fickers by training law enforcement
and judges to identify and report po
tential victims. He also collaborates
with NGOs across the country to
develop preventative measures and
protect at-risk youth before they be
come victims. He encouraged audi
ence members to get involved, "As a
society, we need your energy, your
contacts, and your focus on this issue.
If we don't take action, we will lose
generations of children around the
world to human trafficking."

Covenant House serves homeless
youth in Manhattan, sheltering over
200 young people nightly and provid
ing education, job training, and health
care to those in need. Recognizing
that homeless youth are uniquely
vulnerable to trafficking, Ms. Bigel
son, a Fordham alumna, applied her
background in Applied Development
Psychology to conduct a prevalence
study and develop tools to identify
trafficking victims. Hearing over and
over that "a place to stay, someone
who cared, job training and educa
tion" could have prevented traffick
ing, Ms. Bigelson and Covenant
House worked with a local group of
nuns to create a program to provide
comprehensive care and counselling
for survivors. Recalling her conversa
tions with victims, Ms. Bigelson
urged the audience to individual ac
tion. ''What's the best way to combat
trafficking? Be a good mentor or a
good foster parent." She also called
for advocacy to reform state-level

,·.-i'
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and effective measures to
eradicate forced labor, end
modem slavery and human
trafficking" (8.7) and "end
abuse, exploitation, trafficking
and all forms of violence against
and torture of children" (16.2).

Refugees and migrants in large
movements are at greater risk of
being trafficked and of being
subjected to forced labor
assistance, including temporary and
permanent residency and work
permits" (IIl,8,kl).

In the New York Declaration on
Refugee and l\,figrants adopted last
September by the General Assembly,
community
the
international
recognized that "refugees and
migrants in large movements are at
greater risk of being trafficked and of
being subjected to forced labor" and
committed itself "vigorously [to]
combat human trafficking and
migrant smuggling with a view to
their elimination, .. . provide support
for the victims of human trafficking,
. . . [and] prevent human trafficking
affected
among
by
those
displacement" (35).

I would also like to note that in
December 2015, the Security Council
held its first-ever thematic debate on
Trafficking in Persons in Situations of
Conflict, allowing an opening for
concrete action and for
greater
binding decisions for all countries to
implement. More and more countries
are now actively involved. A group of
States and other stakeholders has
been proposing ways in which the
Security Council can play a greater
role in the fight against human
trafficking. There has been an array of
conferences, side events and panel
discussions at the United Nations on
the subject of human trafficking.
Modesty aside, the Holy See's
Permanent Observer Mission is
among the more active l\,fissions in
this area.

It likewise committed itself to
implement the UN Global Plan of
Action to Combat Trafficking in
Persons, to
conform
national
legislation with international law on
migrant smuggling and human
trafficking, to reinforce technical
cooperation to prevent trafficking and
to prosecute traffickers (36). In view
of a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly
and Regular Migration, that the
United Nations hopes will be adopted
in a Summit in September 2018 in
New
York,
the
international
coaununity committed itself to
"combating trafficking in persons . ..
and contemporary forms of slavery,"
"identifying those who have been
trafficked and considering providing

At the United Nations and across the
international community, there has
been practical progress, but in many
basic areas, institutions have not come
close to rising up to the needs, like in
the area of prosecuting and
condemning traffickers. On the
pos1tlve side, there has been a
dramatic increase in countries that
have criminalized human trafficking
in conformity with the definition in
8

the UN Trafficking in Persons
Protocol. In 2003, only 33 countries
worldwide had criminalized human
trafficking; in 2016, 158 did.

people today are victims, we can see
that the vast majority of traffickers
continue to enslave others with
impun ity.

That's good news. But having laws on
There's also the situation of the data
the books is one thing; using them to
needed and the competence and
bust those engaged in enslaving their
cooperation of national governments.
fellow human beings is another. Of
In the 2016 Global Report on
the 136 countries for which we have
Trafficking in Persons published by
data, 40 percent (or 54 countries) had
the UN Office on Drugs and Crime,
there were only 136 countries
fewer than 10 convictions per year
reporting, and much of their data was
and 15 percent (or 20 countries) did
partial. The Report acknowledges that
not have a single conviction over the
in some areas the scarcity of data
three-year period between 2012-2014!
furnished by countries made it
Among countries that have had
impossible to draw solid analyses and
legislation for more than 13 years, the
conclusions.
What
makes
average amount of convictions was
29. No country in the
Of the 136 countries for which we
world had more than 100
convictions.
annual
have data, 40 percent ( had fewer
When
the
average
than l O convictions per year and 15
number of victims per
percent did not have a single
convicted trafficker 1s
four, and when an conviction over the three-year period
estimated 36 million
between 2012-2014.

9

Concluding Remarks

We will also be participating actively
in the High-Level Meeting of the
General Assembly this October on
the appraisal of the UN Global Plan
of Action to Combat Trafficking in
Persons for which our l\fission was
involved
in
meetings
earlier
today. We are actively participating in
the various preparatory phases
leading toward the intergovernmental
negotiations
on
an
Outcome
document on the Global Compact on
safe, orderly and regular migration
that will be adopted during the
September 2018 Sununit to be held in
New York.

Allow me to conclude my comments
with two brief points of reflection:
First, the importance of a faith
actively manifested in deeds. Pope
Francis wants those who are religious
to find in their faith the deepest
motivation for leadership and
involvement in this fight. People of
faith should bring their moral vision
and passion to this whole movement.
"Sustained," he affirmed in joint
declaration with world religious
leaders, ''by the ideals of our
confessions of faith and by our
shared human values, we all can and
must raise the standard of spiritual
values, common effort and the vision
of freedom to eradicate slavery from
our planet."

My participation in the annual
assembly of the Santa Marta Group
has helped me to have better country
focused understanding
of the
situation in specific countries, as both
law enforcement
Church and
authorities report on the situation in
their respective countries. This
complements the wide-angle view we
get at the United Nations. Moreover,
country-specific reports provide for a
deeper
appreaatton
of
the
fundamental importance of the close
law
collaboration
between
enforcement authorities and those
who take care of the victims of
human trafficking.

In the same vein, in his Message to
the participants of our April 2015
conference on human trafficking, the
Holy Father reiterated the "steadfast
commitment of the Catholic Church
to fight this crime and to care for all
of its victims," urged all of us to
recognize in this work "a true service
to the poorest and most marginalized
of society, who too often are
forgotten and have no voice," and
challenged us to greater involvement
still. We fight for our brothers and
sisters who, like us, are made in the
image and likeness of God. That
appeal made ten months ago has lost
nothing of its urgency.

Finally, the 11ission collaborates with
the Permanent l\fissions of countries
that are actively fighting human
trafficking, as well as with non
governmental organizations whose
objective is to help to put an end to
human trafficking.

Second, deeds sustained by the
hope that, together, we shall
overcome. It can, indeed, be very
discouraging and frustrating that in
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to fight the scourge of human
trafficking?

extrapolating scarce data even more
problematic is the fact that some of
the countries where the most
trafficking victims originate or are
exploited are among those that have
not filed reports or filed incomplete
data. There are a number of reasons
behind these difficulties in reporting,
one of them being insufficient
institutional capacities in those
countries.

The Holy See's involvement in the
fight against human trafficking is not
new. It has long spoken out against
the evil of human trafficking and
through the dedicated work of so
many Catholic religious institutes especially
women
religious
Congregations -, national and
diocesan programs, and groups of
committed faithful, the Catholic
Church has sought to fight to address
its various causes, care for those it
victimizes, wake people up to the
disgrace, and work with anyone and

In sum, steps in the right direction
have been taken at the level of the
international community and greater
public awareness can be noted. As the
irreproachable expression goes, much

Countries where the most trafficking victims originate or
are exploited are among those that have not filed reports
or filed incomplete data. There are a number of reasons
behind these difficulties in reporting, one of them being
insufficient institutional capacities in those countries.
everyone to try to eliminate it.

has been done, bur much more still
needs to be done! As Pope Francis
stressed in his September 2015
Address to the UN General
Assembly, paper commitments are
not enough. Making our institutions
effective is the great challenge.
Forcing the submerged phenomenon
of human trafficking to the surface
requires
specialized
institutional
capacities and tremendous political
will on the part of every country.
The Popes, the Holy See and the
Catholic Church

During the Second Vatican Council,
the Catholic Church, in its 1965
Pastoral Constitution on the Church
in the Modem World, condemned
"slavery, prostitution, the selling of
women and children, and disgraceful
working conditions where people are
treated as instruments of gain rather
than free and responsible persons" as
"infamies" that "poison human
society, debase their perpetrators"
and as "a supreme dishonor to the
Creator'' (Gaudium et Spes, 27).

So, if words are not enough, what
have the Popes, the Holy See and the
Catholic Church done and actually do

St. John Paul II, in a lengthy 2002
Address on the human rights
dimension to human trafficking,

10

Dimension to the Trafficking in
Human Beings," May 15, 2002).

forcefully declared that the "the issue
of human trafficking must be
addressed by promoting effective
juridical instruments to halt this
iniquitous trade, to punish those who
profit from it, and to assist the
reintegration of its victims." He
added, "The sexual exploitation of
women and children is a particularly
repugnant aspect of this trade, and
must be recognized as an intrinsic
violation of human dignity and rights.

Pope
Benedict
X\1
like"'i.se
scourge
of
condemned
the
trafficking in human beings" in his
2006 Message for the World Day of
?-.figrants and Refugees, sa1i.ng that
the world needed to combat the
"trafficking
in
human
beings,
especially women, that flourishes
where opportunities to improve their
standard of living or even to survive

to turn away from the sufferings of
our brothers and sisters, our fellow
human beings, who are deprived of
their freedom and dignity. Instead,
may we have the courage to touch the
suffering flesh of Christ revealed in
the faces of those countless persons
whom CTesus] calls 'the least of these
my brethren' Q\ft 25:40, 45) . ... The

priority of Pope Francis and of the
Church in our work here in New
York. Our :Mission has organized a
series of conferences dedicated to the
issue. \Ve inaugurated this series in
�-\pril 2015, by hosting with the Santa
Marta Group a huge conference for
nearly 600 people on "Ending
Modem
Slavery
and
Human

globalization of indifference, which
today burdens the lives of so many of
our brothers and sisters, requires all
of us to forge a new worldwide
solidarity and fraternity capable of
giving them new hope and helping
them to advance with courage amid
the problems of our time and the new
horizons which they disclose and
which
God
places
in
our
hands" (2015 Message for the World
Day of Prayer for Peace).

Trafficking by 2030," with the some
of the best experts and practitioners
in the field. In March last year, we
organized a side event on "the
Pastoral Care of Women and Girls on
the Street" and another in July on
"Eliminating the Trafficking of
Children and Youth."

Attention should also be given to ethical questions that
fuel the market demand for human trafficking, namely,
"the lifestyles and models of behavior, particularly with
regard to the image of women, which generate what has
become a veritable industry of sexual exploitation
are limited." He continued, "It
becomes easy for the trafficker to
offer his own 'services' to the victims,
who often do not even vaguely
suspect what awaits them. In some
cases there are women and girls who
are destined to be exploited almost
like slaves in their work, and not
infrequently in the sex industry, too."
He specifically criticized the "the
and
widespread
hedonistic
commercial culture that encourages
the
systematic
exploitation
of
sexuality" and in a particular way
harms women and girls.

The disturbing tendency to treat
prostitution as a business or industry
not only contributes to the trade in
human beings, but is itself evidence of
a growing tendency to . . . reduce the
rich mystery of human sexuality to a
mere commodity." He urged that
attention be given not only to the
"significant political and juridical
issues involved in responding to this
modem plague," but also to the
"ethical questions" that fuel the
market demand for human trafficking,
namely, "the lifestyles and models of
behavior, particularly with regard to
the image of women, which generate
what has become a veritable industry
of sexual exploitation in the
developed countries" (Letter on the
occasion
the
of
International
Conference, "Twenty-First Century
the
Human
Rights
Slavery:

Pope Francis and the fight against
human trafficking

But it has been Pope Francis who has
captured the world's attention for his
strong and incessant denunciation of
this social cancer and his attempt to
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This coming March 22, the ?-.fission
will be holding another event entitled
"Economically
Empowering
Trafficking
Survivors
to
Stay
Permanently Off the Streets," to
which you would all be invited. We
are planning a big conference on
Financing for Development focused
on the most vulnerable women.

The Permanent Observer Mission
of the Holy See to the United
Nations

The Permanent Observer 1fission is
working very hard to act on this
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numerous agreements aimed at
ending slavery in all its forms, and has
launched various strategies to combat
this phenomenon, millions of people
today - children, women and men of
all ages - are deprived of freedom and
are forced to live in conditions akin to
slavery." That leads to an urgency he
called for in an October 2015 letter to
a conference against modem slavery
and human trafficking taking place in
1Iadrid, in which he said, "Today the
193 States that belong to the UN
have a new moral imperative to
combat human trafficking which is a
real crime against humanity." In
short, he is saying, now is the time to
act with alacrity on the moral
imperatives to eliminate human
trafficking, modem slavery and forced
labor.

.\ddress to a group of new
.\mbassadors accredited to the Holy
See, he said that modem slavery
happens when people "are treated as
objects," which leads to their being
"deceived, assaulted, often sold many
times for different purposes and, in
the end, killed or, in any case,
physically and mentally harmed,
ending up discarded and abandoned."
He reiterated the point in his
encyclical Laudato Si'. "In the
absence of objective truths or sound
principles other than the satisfaction
of our own desires and immediate
needs," he asked, "what limits can be
placed
on
human
trafficking,
organized crime, the drug trade,
commerce in blood diamonds and the
fur of endangered species?" He says
that the human beings are treated like
things to be used and thrown away,

Sixth, he insists on collaboration and
partnerships, that the response must
involve everyone's working together.
In his 2015 Message for the World
Day of Peace, Pope Francis specified
the need for the involvement of
States,
intergovernmental
organizations, businesses, civil society
organizations, and everyone, saying:
"\'ve ought to recognize that we are
facing a global phenomenon that
exceeds the competence of any one
community or country. In order to
eliminate it, we need a mobilization
comparable in size to that of the
phenomenon itself. For this reason I
urgently appeal to all men and women
of good will, and all those near or far,
including the highest levels of civil
institutions, who witness the scourge
of contemporary slavery, not to
become accomplices to this evil, not

We are facing a global
phenomenon that exceeds
the competence of any
one community or country.
In order to eliminate it, we
need a mobilization
comparable in size to that
of the phenomenon itself.
and this happens "when the culture
itself is corrupt and objective truth
and universally valid principles are no
longer upheld." (LS 123).
Fifth, Pope Francis stresses that now
is the time for action. In his 2015
Message for the World Day of Peace,
he underlined, "Even though the
international community has adopted
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called on world leaders to avoid
"every temptation to fall into a
declarationist nominalism that would
assuage our consoences" but do
nothing more. He stressed, ''\'ve need
to ensure that our institutions are
truly effective in the struggle against
all these scourges" and "take concrete
steps and immediate measures . . . to
[put] an end as quickly as possible to
the phenomenon of social and
economic exclusion, 'wi.th its baneful
consequences
suci
as
human
trafficking, the marketing of human
organs and tissues, the sexual
exploitation of boys and girls, slave
labor, including proscitution."

wake up the world '\vi.th him to
eliminate it. He is universally
recognized as the leading moral voice
in the fight against trafficking in
persons. By words and action, he has
made it clear that this is one of the
defining priorities of his papacy.
Thus, following the Holy Father's
lead, the fight against modem slavery
is a particular priority of the
diplomatic work of the Holy See and
a pastoral urgency of the Catholic
Church.
Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio had already
been exposed to human trafficking in
Buenos .\ires, where he was
.\rchbishop for 15 years prior to his
papal election. In a daily homily, after
noting that Jesus "stands with our
brothers and sisters who live under
slavery," he commented, ''\'ve have
been taught that slavery has been
abolished, but you know what? It's
not true, because in the city of
Buenos .\ires slavery is not abolished.
In this city slavery is present in
different forms." Soon after his
election, he sent a hand-written note
to his fellow .\rgentine, Bishop
Marcelo Sanchez Sorondo, Chancellor
of the Pontifical .\cademy of Sciences
and the Pontifical .\cademy for Social
Sciences, in which he wrote, "I
believe it would be good to examine
human trafficking and modem
slavery. Organ trafficking could be
examined in connection
with human trafficking.
Human
Many thanks, Francis."
In his September 2015
.\ddress to the UN
General .\ssembly, he

Pope Francis has spoken on human
trafficking on mar_ y other formal
occasions. He dedicated part of his
address to the UN General .\ssembly
to it. He wrote about it in his
encyclical Laudato Si': On Care for
Our Common Home and in his
exhortation The Joy of the Gospel.
He dedicated the entirety 2015
1fessage for the \'vorld Day of Peace
to the subject, making it a key priority
of international diplomacy for the
Holy See. He has spoken about it to
the .\mbassadors and other diplomats
accredited to the Holy See, to
international religious leaders, to an
alliance of international police chiefs
and Church leaders dedicated to
eradicating modem slavery, to social

trafficking is an open wound
on the body of contemporary
society, a scourge upon the body of
Christ. It is a crime against humanity.
12

scientists and scholars, to mayors
from across the globe, and to various
conferences in different parts of the
world.

months later, he emphasized, ·with
equally graphic language, "Modem
slaYe�· - in the form of human
trafficking, forced labor, prostitution
or the trafficking of organs - 1s a
crime 'against humanity,'
an
atrocious scourge that is present
throughout the world on a broad
scale, even as tourism." Our response
must be commensurate to the eYil.

.-\nd he hasn't merely been talking:
he's been taking action, not only
catalyzing the Holy See's hosting
conferences through the Pontifical
.-\cademy for Social Sciences, but also
spearheading
the
2014
Joint
Declaration of Religious Leaders
against ;-.fodem Slave�· and helping
to found the Santa Marta Group,
named after his residence in the
Yatican, which brings together
Catholic leaders and international law
enforcement officials to battle this
scourge.

Second, human trafficking is a crime
that's occurnng in
our
own
backyards, it's under our noses, and
we cannot ignore it. "We must raise
awareness of this new e,-il which, in
the world at large, wants to be hidden
since it is scandalous and 'politically
incorrect,"' he said in an .-\pril 2015
address to an interdisciplinary summit
�'hat has been his essential message
in the Yatican. "No one likes to
and approach as he has sought to
acknowledge that in one's own city,
spur the whole world toward effective
even in one's o-u,n neighborhood, in
action? Without pretending to be
one's region or nation, there are new
exhaustiw, I would summarize it in
forms of slavery , while we know that
six points:
this plagues almost all countries. . ..
First, it's a crime against humanity. In
.-\11 of society is called to grow in this
an .-\pril 2014 meeting with social
awareness ... in order to be able to
scientists in the \'atican, he said,
ensure that traffickers be brought to
"Human trafficking is an open wound
justice and their unjust earnings
on the body of contemporary society,
redirected for the rehabilitation of
victims .... So often ... these new
forms of slavery are protected by
No one likes to acknowledge
the institutions that should be
that in one's own city, even in
protecting the population from
one's own neighborhood, in
these crimes."

one's region or nation, there
are new forms of slavery

a scourge upon the body of Christ. It
is a crime against humanity."
.-\ddressing interreligious leaders eight
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Third, modem slavery takes
advantage of a widespread culture
of indifference and exclusion. In
a March 5, 2014 1fessage to a
Brazilian conference on "Fraternity
and Human Trafficking, Pope Francis
said, "It is not possible to remain

,i.ctims of human trafficking and
indifferent before the knowledge that
slavery are people ,vho look for a way
human beings are bought and sold
out of a situation of extreme poverty;
like goods. I think of the adoption of
taken in by false promises of
children for the extraction of their
employment, they often end up in the
organs, of women deceived and
forced to prostitute themseh·es, of
hands of criminal networks that
, II . I t
,,,vorkers exploited and denied their
rights or a voice, and
so on. This is human Slave labor and human trafficking often
trafficking!" In an require the complicity of intermediaries,
address last November
be they law enforcement personnel,
2 to REN.-\TE, an
state officials, or civil and military
association of religious
institutions.
women in Ei.:rope
networked
against
trafficking and exploitation, he
Environmental. In a July 21, 2015
applied Jesus' words about the Last
to
Conference
Judgment in St. Matthew's Gospel to
the
dedicated
connection between "Modem Slavery
the situation of human trafficking,
and Climate Change," Pope Francis
saying Jesus could say, and wants to
say, to each of us, "I was abused,
said, "The United Nations must take
greater interest
in human
exploited, enslaved
and you
trafficking caused by environmental
rescued me."
issues," a point he developed at length
Fourth, the flood of trafficking
in his encyclical Laudato Si': "It is
,i.ctims has multiple tributaries. Pope
clearly
inconsistent to
combat
Francis has specified four different
trafficking in endangered species," he
causes: economic, environmental,
said, "while remaining completely
political, and ethical. To eradicate the
indifferent to human trafficking." (LS
scourge of modem slavery, one must
91).
these
confront
econorruc,
Political. In his 2015 1Iessage for the
environmental, political, and ethical
World Day of Peace, he was plain in
roots:
sa3i.ng that one obvious cause of
Economic. In his 2015 Peace
modern slavery is "corruption on the
Message he wrote that among the
part of people '-"i.lling to do anything
causes that
''help
to explain
for financial gain. Slave labor and
contemporary forms of slavery, ... in
human trafficking often require the
the
first
place
[is]
poverty,
complicity of intermediaries, be they
underdevelopment and exclusion,
law enforcement personnel, state
especially when combined 'wi.th a lack
officials, or civil and military
of access to education or scarce, even
institutions."
non-existent,
employment
Ethical. In a December 12, 2013
opportunities. Not infrequently, the

..
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numerous agreements aimed at
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called for in an October 2015 letter to
a conference against modem slavery
and human trafficking taking place in
1Iadrid, in which he said, "Today the
193 States that belong to the UN
have a new moral imperative to
combat human trafficking which is a
real crime against humanity." In
short, he is saying, now is the time to
act with alacrity on the moral
imperatives to eliminate human
trafficking, modem slavery and forced
labor.

.\ddress to a group of new
.\mbassadors accredited to the Holy
See, he said that modem slavery
happens when people "are treated as
objects," which leads to their being
"deceived, assaulted, often sold many
times for different purposes and, in
the end, killed or, in any case,
physically and mentally harmed,
ending up discarded and abandoned."
He reiterated the point in his
encyclical Laudato Si'. "In the
absence of objective truths or sound
principles other than the satisfaction
of our own desires and immediate
needs," he asked, "what limits can be
placed
on
human
trafficking,
organized crime, the drug trade,
commerce in blood diamonds and the
fur of endangered species?" He says
that the human beings are treated like
things to be used and thrown away,

Sixth, he insists on collaboration and
partnerships, that the response must
involve everyone's working together.
In his 2015 Message for the World
Day of Peace, Pope Francis specified
the need for the involvement of
States,
intergovernmental
organizations, businesses, civil society
organizations, and everyone, saying:
"\'ve ought to recognize that we are
facing a global phenomenon that
exceeds the competence of any one
community or country. In order to
eliminate it, we need a mobilization
comparable in size to that of the
phenomenon itself. For this reason I
urgently appeal to all men and women
of good will, and all those near or far,
including the highest levels of civil
institutions, who witness the scourge
of contemporary slavery, not to
become accomplices to this evil, not

We are facing a global
phenomenon that exceeds
the competence of any
one community or country.
In order to eliminate it, we
need a mobilization
comparable in size to that
of the phenomenon itself.
and this happens "when the culture
itself is corrupt and objective truth
and universally valid principles are no
longer upheld." (LS 123).
Fifth, Pope Francis stresses that now
is the time for action. In his 2015
Message for the World Day of Peace,
he underlined, "Even though the
international community has adopted
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called on world leaders to avoid
"every temptation to fall into a
declarationist nominalism that would
assuage our consoences" but do
nothing more. He stressed, ''\'ve need
to ensure that our institutions are
truly effective in the struggle against
all these scourges" and "take concrete
steps and immediate measures . . . to
[put] an end as quickly as possible to
the phenomenon of social and
economic exclusion, 'wi.th its baneful
consequences
suci
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human
trafficking, the marketing of human
organs and tissues, the sexual
exploitation of boys and girls, slave
labor, including proscitution."

wake up the world '\vi.th him to
eliminate it. He is universally
recognized as the leading moral voice
in the fight against trafficking in
persons. By words and action, he has
made it clear that this is one of the
defining priorities of his papacy.
Thus, following the Holy Father's
lead, the fight against modem slavery
is a particular priority of the
diplomatic work of the Holy See and
a pastoral urgency of the Catholic
Church.
Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio had already
been exposed to human trafficking in
Buenos .\ires, where he was
.\rchbishop for 15 years prior to his
papal election. In a daily homily, after
noting that Jesus "stands with our
brothers and sisters who live under
slavery," he commented, ''\'ve have
been taught that slavery has been
abolished, but you know what? It's
not true, because in the city of
Buenos .\ires slavery is not abolished.
In this city slavery is present in
different forms." Soon after his
election, he sent a hand-written note
to his fellow .\rgentine, Bishop
Marcelo Sanchez Sorondo, Chancellor
of the Pontifical .\cademy of Sciences
and the Pontifical .\cademy for Social
Sciences, in which he wrote, "I
believe it would be good to examine
human trafficking and modem
slavery. Organ trafficking could be
examined in connection
with human trafficking.
Human
Many thanks, Francis."
In his September 2015
.\ddress to the UN
General .\ssembly, he

Pope Francis has spoken on human
trafficking on mar_ y other formal
occasions. He dedicated part of his
address to the UN General .\ssembly
to it. He wrote about it in his
encyclical Laudato Si': On Care for
Our Common Home and in his
exhortation The Joy of the Gospel.
He dedicated the entirety 2015
1fessage for the \'vorld Day of Peace
to the subject, making it a key priority
of international diplomacy for the
Holy See. He has spoken about it to
the .\mbassadors and other diplomats
accredited to the Holy See, to
international religious leaders, to an
alliance of international police chiefs
and Church leaders dedicated to
eradicating modem slavery, to social

trafficking is an open wound
on the body of contemporary
society, a scourge upon the body of
Christ. It is a crime against humanity.
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Dimension to the Trafficking in
Human Beings," May 15, 2002).

forcefully declared that the "the issue
of human trafficking must be
addressed by promoting effective
juridical instruments to halt this
iniquitous trade, to punish those who
profit from it, and to assist the
reintegration of its victims." He
added, "The sexual exploitation of
women and children is a particularly
repugnant aspect of this trade, and
must be recognized as an intrinsic
violation of human dignity and rights.
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like"'i.se
scourge
of
condemned
the
trafficking in human beings" in his
2006 Message for the World Day of
?-.figrants and Refugees, sa1i.ng that
the world needed to combat the
"trafficking
in
human
beings,
especially women, that flourishes
where opportunities to improve their
standard of living or even to survive

to turn away from the sufferings of
our brothers and sisters, our fellow
human beings, who are deprived of
their freedom and dignity. Instead,
may we have the courage to touch the
suffering flesh of Christ revealed in
the faces of those countless persons
whom CTesus] calls 'the least of these
my brethren' Q\ft 25:40, 45) . ... The

priority of Pope Francis and of the
Church in our work here in New
York. Our :Mission has organized a
series of conferences dedicated to the
issue. \Ve inaugurated this series in
�-\pril 2015, by hosting with the Santa
Marta Group a huge conference for
nearly 600 people on "Ending
Modem
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and
Human

globalization of indifference, which
today burdens the lives of so many of
our brothers and sisters, requires all
of us to forge a new worldwide
solidarity and fraternity capable of
giving them new hope and helping
them to advance with courage amid
the problems of our time and the new
horizons which they disclose and
which
God
places
in
our
hands" (2015 Message for the World
Day of Prayer for Peace).

Trafficking by 2030," with the some
of the best experts and practitioners
in the field. In March last year, we
organized a side event on "the
Pastoral Care of Women and Girls on
the Street" and another in July on
"Eliminating the Trafficking of
Children and Youth."

Attention should also be given to ethical questions that
fuel the market demand for human trafficking, namely,
"the lifestyles and models of behavior, particularly with
regard to the image of women, which generate what has
become a veritable industry of sexual exploitation
are limited." He continued, "It
becomes easy for the trafficker to
offer his own 'services' to the victims,
who often do not even vaguely
suspect what awaits them. In some
cases there are women and girls who
are destined to be exploited almost
like slaves in their work, and not
infrequently in the sex industry, too."
He specifically criticized the "the
and
widespread
hedonistic
commercial culture that encourages
the
systematic
exploitation
of
sexuality" and in a particular way
harms women and girls.

The disturbing tendency to treat
prostitution as a business or industry
not only contributes to the trade in
human beings, but is itself evidence of
a growing tendency to . . . reduce the
rich mystery of human sexuality to a
mere commodity." He urged that
attention be given not only to the
"significant political and juridical
issues involved in responding to this
modem plague," but also to the
"ethical questions" that fuel the
market demand for human trafficking,
namely, "the lifestyles and models of
behavior, particularly with regard to
the image of women, which generate
what has become a veritable industry
of sexual exploitation in the
developed countries" (Letter on the
occasion
the
of
International
Conference, "Twenty-First Century
the
Human
Rights
Slavery:

Pope Francis and the fight against
human trafficking

But it has been Pope Francis who has
captured the world's attention for his
strong and incessant denunciation of
this social cancer and his attempt to

11

This coming March 22, the ?-.fission
will be holding another event entitled
"Economically
Empowering
Trafficking
Survivors
to
Stay
Permanently Off the Streets," to
which you would all be invited. We
are planning a big conference on
Financing for Development focused
on the most vulnerable women.

The Permanent Observer Mission
of the Holy See to the United
Nations

The Permanent Observer 1fission is
working very hard to act on this
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Concluding Remarks

We will also be participating actively
in the High-Level Meeting of the
General Assembly this October on
the appraisal of the UN Global Plan
of Action to Combat Trafficking in
Persons for which our l\fission was
involved
in
meetings
earlier
today. We are actively participating in
the various preparatory phases
leading toward the intergovernmental
negotiations
on
an
Outcome
document on the Global Compact on
safe, orderly and regular migration
that will be adopted during the
September 2018 Sununit to be held in
New York.

Allow me to conclude my comments
with two brief points of reflection:
First, the importance of a faith
actively manifested in deeds. Pope
Francis wants those who are religious
to find in their faith the deepest
motivation for leadership and
involvement in this fight. People of
faith should bring their moral vision
and passion to this whole movement.
"Sustained," he affirmed in joint
declaration with world religious
leaders, ''by the ideals of our
confessions of faith and by our
shared human values, we all can and
must raise the standard of spiritual
values, common effort and the vision
of freedom to eradicate slavery from
our planet."

My participation in the annual
assembly of the Santa Marta Group
has helped me to have better country
focused understanding
of the
situation in specific countries, as both
law enforcement
Church and
authorities report on the situation in
their respective countries. This
complements the wide-angle view we
get at the United Nations. Moreover,
country-specific reports provide for a
deeper
appreaatton
of
the
fundamental importance of the close
law
collaboration
between
enforcement authorities and those
who take care of the victims of
human trafficking.

In the same vein, in his Message to
the participants of our April 2015
conference on human trafficking, the
Holy Father reiterated the "steadfast
commitment of the Catholic Church
to fight this crime and to care for all
of its victims," urged all of us to
recognize in this work "a true service
to the poorest and most marginalized
of society, who too often are
forgotten and have no voice," and
challenged us to greater involvement
still. We fight for our brothers and
sisters who, like us, are made in the
image and likeness of God. That
appeal made ten months ago has lost
nothing of its urgency.

Finally, the 11ission collaborates with
the Permanent l\fissions of countries
that are actively fighting human
trafficking, as well as with non
governmental organizations whose
objective is to help to put an end to
human trafficking.

Second, deeds sustained by the
hope that, together, we shall
overcome. It can, indeed, be very
discouraging and frustrating that in
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to fight the scourge of human
trafficking?

extrapolating scarce data even more
problematic is the fact that some of
the countries where the most
trafficking victims originate or are
exploited are among those that have
not filed reports or filed incomplete
data. There are a number of reasons
behind these difficulties in reporting,
one of them being insufficient
institutional capacities in those
countries.

The Holy See's involvement in the
fight against human trafficking is not
new. It has long spoken out against
the evil of human trafficking and
through the dedicated work of so
many Catholic religious institutes especially
women
religious
Congregations -, national and
diocesan programs, and groups of
committed faithful, the Catholic
Church has sought to fight to address
its various causes, care for those it
victimizes, wake people up to the
disgrace, and work with anyone and

In sum, steps in the right direction
have been taken at the level of the
international community and greater
public awareness can be noted. As the
irreproachable expression goes, much

Countries where the most trafficking victims originate or
are exploited are among those that have not filed reports
or filed incomplete data. There are a number of reasons
behind these difficulties in reporting, one of them being
insufficient institutional capacities in those countries.
everyone to try to eliminate it.

has been done, bur much more still
needs to be done! As Pope Francis
stressed in his September 2015
Address to the UN General
Assembly, paper commitments are
not enough. Making our institutions
effective is the great challenge.
Forcing the submerged phenomenon
of human trafficking to the surface
requires
specialized
institutional
capacities and tremendous political
will on the part of every country.
The Popes, the Holy See and the
Catholic Church

During the Second Vatican Council,
the Catholic Church, in its 1965
Pastoral Constitution on the Church
in the Modem World, condemned
"slavery, prostitution, the selling of
women and children, and disgraceful
working conditions where people are
treated as instruments of gain rather
than free and responsible persons" as
"infamies" that "poison human
society, debase their perpetrators"
and as "a supreme dishonor to the
Creator'' (Gaudium et Spes, 27).

So, if words are not enough, what
have the Popes, the Holy See and the
Catholic Church done and actually do

St. John Paul II, in a lengthy 2002
Address on the human rights
dimension to human trafficking,

10

spite of all the efforts, the
phenomenon of human trafficking
continues to grow rapidly. During our
April 2017 Conference, 1fr. Kevin
Hyland, the Independent Anti-Slavery
Commission of the United Kingdom,
reminded us that it took Willia.in
Wilberforce only 20 years to end the
British slave trade and only 30 more
to abolish the slave trade across the
globe, at a time when slavery was as
accepted as natural as birth, marriage
and death.

the UN Trafficking in Persons
Protocol. In 2003, only 33 countries
worldwide had criminalized human
trafficking; in 2016, 158 did.

This can also happen in our fight
against human trafficking, and it can
happen sooner than we might think,
as long as all, including each one of
us here, are committed to fight the
good and necessary fight against the
evil of human trafficking. Let us
bring that Wilberforce in each of us
to bear in our fight against human
trafficking and others forms of
modem slavery.
Thank you for your kind attention!

people today are victims, we can see
that the vast majority of traffickers
continue to enslave others with
impun ity.

That's good news. But having laws on
There's also the situation of the data
the books is one thing; using them to
needed and the competence and
bust those engaged in enslaving their
cooperation of national governments.
fellow human beings is another. Of
In the 2016 Global Report on
the 136 countries for which we have
Trafficking in Persons published by
data, 40 percent (or 54 countries) had
the UN Office on Drugs and Crime,
fewer than 10 convictions per year
there were only 136 countries
reporting, and much of their data was
and 15 percent (or 20 countries) did
partial. The Report acknowledges that
not have a single conviction over the
in some areas the scarcity of data
three-year period between 2012-2014!
furnished by countries made it
Among countries that have had
impossible to draw solid analyses and
legislation for more than 13 years, the
conclusions.
What
makes
average ainount of convictions was
29. No country in the
Of the 136 countries for which we
world had more than 100
convictions.
annual
have data, 40 percent ( had fewer
When
the
average
than l O convictions per year and 15
number of victims per
percent did not have a single
convicted trafficker 1s
four, and when an conviction over the three-year period
estimated 36 million
between 2012-2014.
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s. Jayne Bigelson,
Director of Anti.
Human
Trafficking
Initiatives at Cove
nant House, and Michael Osborn,
Assistant Special Agent in Charge of
the Violent Crimes against Children
Unit at the New York Field Office of
the United States Federal Bureau of
Investigation, joined the Archbishop
in conversation to bring a local di
mension to this global problem.

trafficking legislation and to shut
down Backpage.com, a classified ad
vertising website which has been criti
cized for permitting listings of sexual
services.
Mr. Osborn's statement echoed the
need for legal reform, specifically
highlighting the California penal code
which classifies 'human trafficking
involving a minor' as a nonviolent
felony. With the FBI's Innocence
Lost National Initiative, :Mr. Osborn
is working to increase awareness of
the vulnerability of children to traf
fickers by training law enforcement
and judges to identify and report po
tential victims. He also collaborates
with NGOs across the country to
develop preventative measures and
protect at-risk youth before they be
come victims. He encouraged audi
ence members to get involved, "As a
society, we need your energy, your
contacts, and your focus on this issue.
If we don't take action, we will lose
generations of children around the
world to human trafficking."

Covenant House serves homeless
youth in Manhattan, sheltering over
200 young people nightly and provid
ing education, job training, and health
care to those in need. Recognizing
that homeless youth are uniquely
vulnerable to trafficking, Ms. Bigel
son, a Fordham alumna, applied her
background in Applied Development
Psychology to conduct a prevalence
study and develop tools to identify
trafficking victims. Hearing over and
over that "a place to stay, someone
who cared, job training and educa
tion" could have prevented traffick
ing, Ms. Bigelson and Covenant
House worked with a local group of
nuns to create a program to provide
comprehensive care and counselling
for survivors. Recalling her conversa
tions with victims, Ms. Bigelson
urged the audience to individual ac
tion. ''What's the best way to combat
trafficking? Be a good mentor or a
good foster parent." She also called
for advocacy to reform state-level

,·.-i'
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and effective measures to
eradicate forced labor, end
modem slavery and human
trafficking" (8.7) and "end
abuse, exploitation, trafficking
and all forms of violence against
and torture of children" (16.2).

Refugees and migrants in large
movements are at greater risk of
being trafficked and of being
subjected to forced labor
assistance, including temporary and
permanent residency and work
permits" (IIl,8,kl).

In the New York Declaration on
Refugee and l\,figrants adopted last
September by the General Assembly,
community
the
international
recognized that "refugees and
migrants in large movements are at
greater risk of being trafficked and of
being subjected to forced labor" and
committed itself "vigorously [to]
combat human trafficking and
migrant smuggling with a view to
their elimination, .. . provide support
for the victims of human trafficking,
. . . [and] prevent human trafficking
affected
among
by
those
displacement" (35).

I would also like to note that in
December 2015, the Security Council
held its first-ever thematic debate on
Trafficking in Persons in Situations of
Conflict, allowing an opening for
concrete action and for
greater
binding decisions for all countries to
implement. More and more countries
are now actively involved. A group of
States and other stakeholders has
been proposing ways in which the
Security Council can play a greater
role in the fight against human
trafficking. There has been an array of
conferences, side events and panel
discussions at the United Nations on
the subject of human trafficking.
Modesty aside, the Holy See's
Permanent Observer Mission is
among the more active l\,fissions in
this area.

It likewise committed itself to
implement the UN Global Plan of
Action to Combat Trafficking in
Persons, to
conform
national
legislation with international law on
migrant smuggling and human
trafficking, to reinforce technical
cooperation to prevent trafficking and
to prosecute traffickers (36). In view
of a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly
and Regular Migration, that the
United Nations hopes will be adopted
in a Summit in September 2018 in
New
York,
the
international
coaununity committed itself to
"combating trafficking in persons . ..
and contemporary forms of slavery,"
"identifying those who have been
trafficked and considering providing

At the United Nations and across the
international community, there has
been practical progress, but in many
basic areas, institutions have not come
close to rising up to the needs, like in
the area of prosecuting and
condemning traffickers. On the
pos1tlve side, there has been a
dramatic increase in countries that
have criminalized human trafficking
in conformity with the definition in
8

an
become
have
movements
advantageous
environment
for
traffickers to operate. In 2015, the
United Nations estimated that there
were almost 250 million international
migrants across the world, an increase
of more than 40 percent since the
year 2000 (173 million). Also in 2015,
more than 65 million people were
forcibly displaced worldwide due to
persecution, conflict, violence or
human rights violations, an increase
of 6 million compared to 2014.

they disproportionately constitute the
poorest of the poor, discriminated
against in education and healthcare,
are the most affected by violence and
conflict, and are disproportionately
represented in the informal economy.
These disadvantages are push factors,
making them more likely to migrate,
usually
irregularly,
and
more
vulnerable to the guile of the
traffickers.
What does the United Nations do
against human trafficking?

Now, as the aforementioned 2016
The international community through
Global Report on Trafficking in
the United Nations is very much
Persons shows, the citizenships of
aware of the problem and its extent.
trafficking victims detected in the
country of exploitation is highly
There is, above all, the 2030 Agenda
correlated with the citizenships of
for Sustainable Development, which
was adopted by all countries in the
regular migration flows. And so it's
---------------------- world during the
The SDGs commit the United Nations and Development
Summit held in the
Member States expeditiously to
very same day that
"eliminate all forms of violence against all Pope
Francis
women and girls in the public and private addressed the UN
spheres, including trafficking and sexual General Assembly
on 25 September
and other types of exploitation"
2015.
clear that in order to eradicate the
The 2030 Agenda contains 17
scourge of trafficking in persons, we
Sustainable Development Goals and
must address how forced migration
169 Targets. Three of these Targets
and the negative consequences of
are dedicated to eliminating this
globalization are among its root
humanitarian ignominy within the
causes, leaving so many in desperate
next decade and a half. These commit
situations vulnerable to traffickers
the United Nations and Member
using the exploitative business of
States expeditiously to "eliminate all
migrant smuggling as a cover for the
forms of violence against all women
modem slave trade.
and girls in the public and private
spheres, including trafficking and
Women and girls have the added
sexual
and
other
types
of
vulnerability in that, in still so many
exploitation" (5.2) "take immediate
countries and regions in the world,
7
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to pass legislation."

esponding to a question
from the audience on the
debate over the legitimacy
of the term 'sex worker'
the panel expressed oppos1t:1on to
legalizing prostitution. Archbishop
Auza recalled the story of a human
trafficking victim who has become
one of the central leaders of the anti
l egalization movement in Europe and
an advocate for the 'Nordic Model,'
which recognizes prostitutes as vic
tims of sexual exploitation and "puts
the full weight of the law on clients
and pimps." Calling the legalization
debate "the question that has tom the
anti-trafficking movement apart," Ms.
Bigelson asked people on both sides
of the debate to put aside their differ
ences, "The feud doesn't help us.
Let's focus on the things we agree on

While many international efforts are
focused on the supply side of traffick
ing, Archbishop Auza advocated for a
more comprehensive approach stat
ing, "Human trafficking is lucrative
because there is a huge demand and
huge profit margins. Fighting demand
is the key to ending human traffick
ing." Mr. Osborn concurred, "We
need to be creative to attack all three
prongs of the issue: supply, demand,
and facilitators." Crediting President
Obama's 2012 speech on trafficking
for bringing the issue to national at
tention, Mr. Osborn called upon lo
cal, state, and federal law enforcement
agencies to collaborate and work stra
tegically to support each other.
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men, 20 percent girls and 8 percent
boys.

F

allowing
the
public
nineteen
pcesentat:ions,
members of C-\PP-US_,\
had dinner with our keynote
speaker, discussants, several members
of the Fordham community, and
several staff members from the Holy
See l\1ission to the United Nations.

Institute in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University; Dr.
Marcianna
Popescu,
Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Social Service at Fordham University;
and Dr. Diane Rodriguez, Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University.
The panel was deftly moderated by
Dr. Jonathan Crystal, Associate Vice
President and Associate Chief
Academic Officer at Fordham
University.

consultation
the
After dinner
continued. Archbishop AU2a, Ms.
Bigelson, and l\fr. Osborn were joined
by a panel that included: Ms. Kelly
Agnew-Barajas, Director of Refugee
Resettlement at the Catholic Charities
of the Archdiocese of New York; Dr.
Carole Cox, Professor in the
Graduate School of Social Service at
Fordham University; Dr. Amelio
D'Onofrio, Clinical Professor and
Director of the Psychological Services

The discussion was wide-ranging.
Panelists described instances of
human trafficking from across the
world--Albania, Cyprus, Dominican
Republic, Italy, Greece, Mexico, New
York--underlining the truly global

miseries. This holds so true in human
trafficking! Persons who have
"nothing to lose" are very vulnerable
to the guile of traffickers, who are
masters in spotting and exploiting
situations of despair. Traffickers use
the guise of smuggling, for example,
to ensnare their victims. They present
job
putative
victlms
with
opportunities that echo the promises
of smugglers, ask migrants to pay fees
for their transport, and often use the
same routes and transportation
methods
coyotes
do.
Human
traffickers have no qualms about
exploiting very vulnerable people
escaptng
persecution,
conflict,
disasters,
and
environmental
economic privation. Wars and

While women and children still
constitute 79 percent of the victims,
the trend in the last 10 years indicates
that more and more of the victims are
men. In 2004, only 13 percent of the
victims were male. In 2014, the
percentage went up to 21 percent.
With the increase of men being
trafficked, there is a proportionate
increase of forced labor among the
forms of exploitation. Almost 86
percent of male victims are trafficked
for forced labor.

Inversely, the trend of the share of
women in the overall number of
trafficked
persons
indicates
a
trend,
downward
from 74 percent in Persons who escape persecution and
2004 to 51 percent in conflict in search of freedom and
2014.
Seventy-two protection are particularly vulnerable to
percent of women
being trafficked. Mass migrations and
are trafficked for
refugee movements have become an
sexual exploitation.

advantageous

environment

for

In the last ten years,
traffickers to operate. In 2015, there were
the increase of the
share of trafficked almost 250 million international migrants
children more than across the world, an increase of more
doubled, from 13 than 40 percent since the year 2000.
percent in 2004 to 28
percent in 2014. But
conflicts are becoming more and
in Sub-Saharan Africa, a staggering 64
more the primary push factor why
percent of those trafficked are
people are more vulnerable to
children, and the Caribbean and
trafficking. Persons who escape
Central America Region is not far
persecution and conflict in search of
behind, with 62 percent of the victims
freedom
and
protection
are
being children.
particularly vulnerable to being
Wbv are people trafficked?
trafficked.
As is often said, misery breeds
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migrations

and

refugee

prostitution even by their parents.
The operation was conducted after
nine minors aged 13 and 14 went to
the police. Various parents were
arrested, but the brothel owners were
assured that they could reopen their

guidelines on surveys to estimate
forced labour at national level.

There are only estimates, and the
most cited is the June 2012 figure
given by the ILO of 20,9 million men,
women and children who are
trafficked, sold, coerced or
Human trafficking is a 32 billion subjected to conditions of
dollar industry, running third behind slavery in various forms and
in various secrors: from
arms and drug trafficking. Fifty-one agriculture
to domestic
percent of the victims are women, service, from prostitution
21 percent are men, 20 percent girls to forced marriage, or cases
of child soldiers, organ
and 8 percent boys.
trafficking and sale of
children.
An
annual
business once they put their papers in
mcrease of around three million
order.
people must be added to this figure.
Far be it from me, however, to single
The data used by the ILO were
out Haiti and the Haitians, a people I
mostly likely gathered in 2010 or in
love and respect having served as
2011. If you add three million each
Nuncio in the country for more than
year to the 21 million from data
six years. The reality is that no
gathered most likely in 2010, then you
country in the world has been
come up with 36 million persons
immune to the scourges of human
trafficked in 2016. The highest
trafficking and other contemporary
estimate I heard of recently was 46
forms of slavery. Indeed, the two
million. A new report is expected to
Haitian cases I just cited are not even
be released this year, most probably
the tip of the iceberg, and would
before September 2017, which will
hardly cause a stir in the huge, vast,
provide global and regional figures
very
lucrative
and
submerged
from which progress of global efforts
phenomenon that is trafficking in
to achieve Sustainable Development
persons.
Goal (SDG) Target 8.7 can be
measured.
Some statistics

According to the 2016 Global Report
on Trafficking in Persons released
two months ago by the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime, human trafficking
is a 32 billion dollar industry, running
third behind
arms and drug
trafficking. Fifty-one percent of the
victims are women, 21 percent are

How many persons are victims of
human trafficking? The honest
answer 1s that the number is
staggering, and nobody really knows!
"Hard to see, harder to count": that's
how
the
International Labour
Organization (ILO) entitled its

5

nature of the crisis. One panelist, as a
board member on a migrant Head
Start program,
highlighted
the
expense of being smuggled--and the
fine line between "smuggling" and
"trafficking." A Cuban national might
start her journey by flying to Peru,
and then traveling to Colombia, and
flying to Panama. With each move the
cost increases. Eventually she arrives
in Mexico, where the cost of being
smuggled into the United States is
enormous, reaching toward $10,000.
This debt amplifies the migrant's
vulnerability. When she arrives, if the
debt isn't paid, smuggling can quickly
morph into human trafficking. In the
current political climate--particularly
in the United States--smugglers and
human traffickers stand to benefit.

forward. It's incredibly important to
be sensitive to that trauma. .As an
example, if an individual was
trafficked in domestic servitude,
domestic work could re-traumatize
her. In the case of sex trafficking,
victims are often expenencing
secondary
trauma
from
being
trafficked; the primary trauma often
results from being abused in the
home. As one panelist noted, the
degree of incest in these cases
"shatters the soul."
Raising awareness among individuals
and communities regarding the scope
of human trafficking and the many
forms in which it occurs is crucial.
One way to accomplish this is to
provide training to volunteers who
may be in a position to identify
instances of trafficking, but do not
have the tools to do so. The media
also plays a role in raising awareness.
Unfortunately,
current
coverage
doesn't provide a true reflection of
the victims of trafficking or the scale
of the issue. .At its core, trafficking is

Panelists highlighted both the trauma
inflicted upon survivors of human
trafficking, as well as the resilience
they embody in charting a path
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a women's issue, and in a patriarchal
society, it's not given the attention it
deserves. When the issue is covered, a
media outlet might seek out a story
"their viewers can relate to." In
practice this means covering a story
about a white, suburban, teenage girl.
While in reality a victim of human
trafficking is much more likely to be
poor and a person of color.

and take into consideration the
unintended consequences of strict
labels and quotas established for the
purpose of earning political points.
An example was given from Austria.
During the asylum process, migrants
can only earn an income through
"self-employment," not being able to
engage in any formal employment
opportunities. Hence, the greater risk
for women migrants to being pulled
into sex trafficking.

The panelists continued to return to
the issue of cooperation and
coordination. In order to effectively
combat human trafficking, social
organizations--both domestic and
international--need to work together,
and resist the tendency to "compete,"
or squabble over semantics when
human lives are in the balance. One
panelist noted that when agencies and
services have to compete with one
another for scarce resources, they
tend to focus on their own survival
rather than serving the best interests
of the victims.

Archbishop Auza returned to the
question,
"Why
are
people
trafficked?" He argued that the most
common explanation and the biggest
root cause is poverty. A person
experiencing, or trapped in, or mired
in poverty is vulnerable on many
levels. Poverty drives one to consider
options they otherwise never would.
If a woman could provide for her
children, would she risk everything to
leave her community? Would she
consider being smuggled, and put
herself at risk of becoming a victim of
human trafficking?

Policy-at the international, national,
and local level-must be coordinated,

To begin CAPP-USA's Consultation on
Human Trafficking, His Excellency,
Archbishop Bernardito C. Auza, Apostolic
Nuncio and Permanent Observer of the
Holy See to the United Nations delivered
the Inaugural Lecture of Fordham
University's Cassamarca Foundation Chair
in Migration and Globalization. His lecture
was titled, ''The Holy See and the Fight
Against Human Trafficking." The full text
follows.
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forced and sham marriages, for child
brides, for illegal adoptions, for the
stealing of children from pregnant
women, for the removal of organs,
and even for human sacrifice and,
believe it or not, for aphrodisiacs and
magical concoctions. A South African
customs officer told of a horrifying
find when border authorities
intercepted bottles containing private
parts of children.
The tremendous advances in human
civilization, in the sciences and
technologies tempt us to think that
slavery is a thing of a distant past. But
when we examine the facts, we are
shocked at how much slavery in all its
modem forms is with us more than
ever, albeit in a more submerged way.
Far from being a historical footnote
and far from of diminishing or going
away, this phenomenon of trafficking
in persons is growing, provoked by
conflicts and extreme poverty, and
exacerbated by the present migration
and refugee crisis.

ather l\kShane,
Members and Friends of
the Fordham Community,

Members and Friends of
the CAPP Foundation,
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a joy to be with you tonight to
deliver the inaugural lecture of the
Cassamarca Foundation Chair in
Migration and Globalization. I am
deeply honored that Fordham
University offered me the Cassamarca
Foundation Chair dedicated to these
two intimately linked phenomena that
are as old as humanity itself but have
in our days acquired heightened
attention, becoming subjects of fiery
political debates and of more focused
attention among policymakers.

Three weeks ago, the Haitian police
arrested nine North Americans in a
sex trafficking sting involving 33
women and girls mostly between the
ages of 13 and 17. Investigators
believe the syndicate was preparing to
take the children over to the
Dominican Republic. Similarly, as I
was preparing this conference a few
days ago, the Haitian press reported
that the State Commissioner of Port
au-Prince, in just two days, had closed
in Port-au-Prince alone fort y -one
illegal brothels, frequented by
children in school uniforms, some of
whom have been forced into

Introduction

I have been asked to talk on one of
the darkest and most revolting
realities in the world today, namely,
the trafficking in human beings as sex
slaves in prostitution a n d
pornography, for forced labor and
compelled participation in illegal
activities, for child soldiering, for
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T

he
individuals
participating in our
consultation came from
diverse backgrounds.
Some were church leaders while
others were heaYily involved in law
enforcement and others in social
work. Several were academics. From
our discussions we were able to
identify 9 key themes. They are:
•

Human trafficking is "under our
noses" and "in our backyards."

•

Poverty is a root cause

•

It is largely a crime against
women and children.

•

There has been a failure on
b e h alf o f t h e m e d i a to
constructively raise awareness of
the issue.

•

1Iigration and migration policies
that affect it are risk factors that
have contributed to an increase
in human trafficking.

•

The current political climate, and
its anti-refugee, anti-immigrant,
and anti-migrant strains benefit
traffickers.

•

The scale of the issue of human
trafficking is immense, with a
consequent need to meet the
challenge with a matching level
of resources and commitment.

•

There are multiple entities with
different ,·iewpoints and roles to
play in addressing the deep
human pain of human
trafficking, including the Church,
government, law enforcement,
andNGOs.

•

There is a need for cohesion and
cooperation, as opposed to
infighting and division, among
the many entities attempting to
combat human trafficking.

Clearly each of these themes are
topics that require further thought
and action. .-\ further action that
attracted interest among some of our
participants was the idea that the
Catholic Church could use its
extensive child protection programs
to train large members of individuals
to be able to identify and report
probable cases of human trafficking.
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around opportunities for collaborative
action across universities, parishes,
and government to end human
trafficking.

and several staff members from the
Holy See :Mission to the United
Nations. After dinner the consultation
continued. Archbishop Auza, Ms.
Bigelson, and l\,fr. Osborn were joined
by a panel that included: Ms. Kelly

The first and public part of the

Archbishop Bernardito Auza
Cassamarca Foundation Chair in
Migration and Globalization
Fordham University

H

is Excellency Archbishop
Bemardito Auza is currently
Pope Francis' representative to
the United Nations.
Since
September 2016, he has been
the inaugural holder of the Cassamarca
Foundation Chair at Fordham University's
Graduate Program in International Political
Economy and Development.
Archbishop Auza has been in the
diplomatic service of the Holy See for over
25 years.
He initially served in the
Apostolic Nunciatures in Madagascar,
Bulgaria and .Albania before being assigned
to serve in the Secretariat of State at the
Vatican and then in the Permanent
Observer Mission of the Holy See to the United Nations in New York.
On May 8, 2008, Pope Benedict ).'VI appointed him the Apostolic Nuncio to
Haiti. He was ordained Archbishop on July 3, 2008. During the difficult time
of the Haitian earthquake of 2010, Archbishop Auza served the church and the
people of Haiti with distinction. On July 1, 2014, Pope Francis appointed
Archbishop Auza as the Apostolic Nuncio and Permanent Observer of the
Holy See to the United Nations in New York. Subsequently the Pope
appointed him the Permanent Observer of the Holy See to the Organization of
American States.
His Excellency hails from the island of Bohol in the Philippines. He obtained
his Licentiate in Philosophy and Theology and a Masters in Education from the
University of Santo Tomas in Manila. He earned his Licentiate in Cannon Law
and Doctorate in Sacred Theology from the Pontifical University of St. Thomas
(Angelicum) in Rome.
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consultation consisted of Archbishop
Auza's keynote speech, followed by
the comments of two discussants, l'vfs.
Jayne Bigelson, Director of Anti
Human Trafficking Initiatives at
Covenant House New York and Mr.
Michael Osborn, Assistant Special
Agent in Charge of the Violent
Crimes against Children Unit at the
New York Field Office of the US
Federal Bureau of Investigation. We
concluded the public portion of our
consultation with questions from the
audience. Slightly more than 100
people attended the public portion of
the consultation.

Agnew-Barajas, Director of Refugee
Resettlement at the Catholic Charities
of the Archdiocese of New York; Dr.
Carole Cox, Professor in the
Graduate School of Social Service at
Fordham University; Dr. Amelio
D'Onofrio, Clinical Professor and
Director of the Psychological Services
Institute in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University; Dr.
Marcianna Popescu, Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Social Service at Fordham University;
and Dr. Diane Rodriguez, Associate
Professor in the Graduate School of
Education at Fordham University.
The panel was deftly moderated by
Dr. Jonathan Crystal, Associate Vice
President and Associate Chief
Academic Officer at Fordham
University.

Following the public presentations,
nineteen members of CAPP-USA
continued the consultation informally
over a working dinner with our
keynote speaker, discussants, several
members of the Fordham community,
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I

Ms. Jayne Bigelsen

n preparation_ for their :.fay
2017 In rema tional Conference
at the Yaticrui rhe US branch
of the Certtasivms Alllms Pro
Pontifice Foundation (CAPP-USA)
sponsored a Consultation on Human
Trafficking at FordhaJm University in
New York City on Thursday, 23
February 2017. The consultation was
made possible by the generous
financial support of the Cassamarca
Foundation and was hosted by
Fordham University's Graduate
Program in International Political
Economy and Development.

the level of raising public consciousness and
effecting a better coordination of efforts by
governments, the judiciary, law e,iforcement
officials and social workers." - Pope

Francis,July 2016
The consultation brought together
stakeholders from academia, law
enforcement, civil society, and the
Church for an evening of discussion
a n d c o a l i t i o n b ui l ding. T h e
consultation also honored
Archbishop Bernardito C. Auza as
the inaugural Cassamarca Foundation
Chair in l\figration and Globalization
at Fordham University's Graduate
Program in International Political

After noting that the international
conference at the
Vatican in May 2017 One of the most troubling of those
would be hosting a open wounds is the trade in human
session on "The Fight beings, a modern form of slavery,
a gai n s t
Hum a n
which violates the God-given dignity
Sm u g g l i n g
and
of so many of our brothers and sisters
Ec o nomi c
C r i m e ,"
CAPP-USA chose the and constitutes a true crime against
t op i c
o f h u m a n humanity.
traffickin g for their
Ec o n om y a n d Dev e l opme n t.
February 2017 consultation.
By
choosing this topic they also hoped to
Archbishop Auza is currently the
respond to the Holy Father's call to
Apostolic Nuncio and Permanent
Observer of the Holy See to the
raise awareness and to engage 10
United Nations. Technical experts
action to end human trafficking.
j o i n e d t h e c o nv e r s a t i o n t o
"One of the most troubling of those open
contextualize human trafficking as a
wounds is the trade in human beings, a
local issue affecting New York and
modern farm of slavery, which violates the
the broader United States, and in
God-given dignity of so ma,ry of our brothers
particular migrant communities from
and sisters and constitutes a true crime
Latin America. Sharing experiences
against humanity. While much has been
fr om d i v e r s e p r o fe s s i o n a l
accomplished in acknowledging its grallity
backgrounds, the audience strategized

Vice President of Advocacy at Covenant House International
Director of Anti-Human Trafficking Initiatives, Covenant House New
York

J

ayne Bigclsen i the
\Jee P.resident of
at
_-\.d\·ocacr
House
Co,;enant
International. She is also
the
Director of Anti
H um a n T r a ffi c k i n g
Initiatives at Covenant
House New York (CHNY),
which is New York City's
largest provider of
residential and social
services for homeless, at
risk and trafficked youth
ages 16-20.
At CHNY,
she joined forces with
Fordham University to
conduct a comprehensive
study to ascertain the
prevalence and types of
trafficking experienced by
homeless youth. She is
now co- directing the implementation of anti-trafficking services at both
CHNY's main shelter and a newly opened off-site safe house where survivors
can heal and thrive.
Prior to her position at Covenant House, Jayne was the Director of
Communications and Public Affairs at the New York City Bar Association for
nearly eight years. At the City Bar, Jayne advocated for the legislative
positions formed by the Association's 160 committees, many of which
involved human trafficking and domestic violence.
She is a graduate of Brandeis University and Harvard Law School and has a
l\L\ from Fordham University in Applied Developmental Psychology.

and extent, much more needs to be done on

1
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Mr. Michael Osborn
Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Violent Crimes against Children Unit
New York Field O Hice, US Federal Bureau of Investigation

M

icruiel Osborn
was. swom in as
a Special .-\.gent
mth the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in
1998. While assigned to the
New York: and Los Angeles
field offices, he investigated
hate crimes, civil rights,
violent crime, and child
exploitation violations. Mr.
Osborn also supported the
FBI's counter terrorism efforts
while deployed to Iraq in 2007
and Afghanistan in 2008. Mr.
Osborn transferred to the
C r i m i n a l In v e s t i g a t i v e
Division at FBI Headquarters
in 2012, where he served as Chief of the Violent Crimes Against Children
Unit. In this role, he oversaw the FBI's child exploitation domestic investigative
operations; including management of 71 FBI led Child Exploitation Task Forces
involving nearly 400 state and local partner agencies. Currently, }.fr. Osborn
serves as Assistant Special Agent in Charge of the Violent Crime Branch in the
New York Field Office. In this capacity, he manages the violent crime, violent
gang, trans-national organized crime, child exploitation, human trafficking, and
Indian country programs.
In 2003, Mr. Osborn was recognized by the Department of Justice with the
Attorney General's Award for Excellence In Law Enforcement for his work
associated with the investigation and arrest of James Kopp, an FBI Ten Most
Wanted fugitive, and in 2011 he received the Assistant Attorney General's Award
for Distinguished Service for his role in the investigation of an online secret
society responsible for the sexual exploitation of more than 200 children around
the world.
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